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(6.1.19 SS attacks my van, disabled on way to publish this report, punching another hole in my cooling system. No shops are open now.)
(5.31.19 While researching this report, the SS retaliated with terror, violently hit my van 30+ times, while in bed falling a sleep. A week ago, the
SS did something similar, while I was typing Special Report Part2, barking out next to my van “we have to get rid of this ass hole!”).

A new order has apparently taking hold of things. Of course the name itself, Trrrump, has biblical symbolics, like
trumpet, announcing a new order, 72 years after the 3rd Reich which ended in 1945. Now the 45th president has been
ushered into office, I mean elected. Coincidentally 45 on the clock, begins the zodiac calendar, and like I wrote 3 months
ago, the Nazi’s were obsessed with the occult. Since Trump took office, things have been off the charts, especially from
my perspective. Unprecedented events have rocked my world, each of which would have required an Executive Order.
On the 47th anniversary of the WTC topping out party (WTC for world trade center. I’m a 9.11 conspiracy theorist), the SS
tried to send my van (my home) into a giant lake (47 is beheading symbolism, and this event is known as the ADD). On
the 62nd anniversary of the WTC inception, the SS either fractured or broke my neck (the CNA). 125 days after Trump
said ‘Take care Dave’ on live TV, at the 2018 SOUA, a hit attempt occurred (some guy armed with a big knife, hitting my
van violently and ordering me out, in the ded of nite. This is the AMA). 125 is 9.11 symbolism, and coincidentally so is
225, with 9.11.2001 occurring on the 225th anniversary of the 9.11.1776 Staten Island Peace Conference, where the
British assumed the colonists were done.
After publishing 9.11 probe B last October 2018, prompting a cover up on their part (somebody was apparently looking
for me), the SS decided to wage full scale warfare against the brain, their nemesis all these years, trying to spill the truth
about their misdeeds, on 9.11, on the JFK hit, on the Titanic, on just about everything. The 20 th century was disastrous
for allot of people, except them, the ones who survived the 1929 stock crash unscathed, as an example, the
untouchables, where ever danger lurked, they were safely out of the way, like for example Trump, who skipped out on
the Vietnam war, with all his deferments (the same guy who said Irishman John McCain was no war hero, after giving
years of his life for America, in a POW camp. I was curious why Trump picked Hanoi for his last NK summit, where
McCain was a POW at the Hanoi Hilton).
The plan was to send my brain into the abyss, no man’s land, beyond the demilitarized zone, blanket blank, in an
attempt to stop 9.11 theory, after I pretty much connected the British, in theory of course. I’m in no position to
investigate, subpoena testimony, or documents, or raid the Mason’s headquarters for documents, being in this virtual
prison, apparently for life.
It was a total assault, all out war, the Brain vs the SS, the Brain, the SS sworn enemy, won’t even let the Brain do tech. I
was always curious why they took JFK’s brain from the National Archives, in 1966, as if the tissue slides had damning
evidence, that nobody knew about yet, to prove what really happened, when JFK’s head literally exploded in front of a
National audience on November 22, 1963 (explosion as in the Bloody Tower of London. The last beheading was
4.9.1747, the same day Robert E. Lee surrendered in 1865. 5 days later Lincoln is shot. I couldn’t help noticing that
Lyndon Johnson, is almost London Johnson). Zapruder had the perfect vantage point, almost a crow’s nest view, from
where they say the shooter was, the one who fired the fatal shot (no it wasn’t Oswald, even though he was CIA). Every
time I looked at the Zapruder film, I would always look for the bullet that apparently shot in from his right.
The king’s sentence was 3 months of carpet bombing, to get every nook and cranny of the cranial, as if to make me
forget everything. I thought that was unfair, after enduring 4 years of college, through a grueling engineering curriculum,
and after accumulating years of expertise in the computer industry (reading all those books and manuals), and of course
the decades of research on the SS, on 9.11, on the JFK hit, on Standard oil, on Lincoln, on the American Revolution, how
could anybody want to wipe that out? Wipe out the truth. Then there’s Trump, the prolific liar, who hates the truth,
waging war against the press, except Fox News. Romney said it best when he warned America in 2016, that Trump was a
fraud and a Conman, and even today, Sanders called Trump a pathological liar. The master illusionist and his cohorts,
crafting a specific vision for America, “my people, all is well, nothing to see here”, like when Hitler burned all the books,
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‘my people, I’m all you need to read about’ (Hitler would never invade England, except by air, ‘the Lufwafa is a comin,
everyone get under ground’. So Hitler and Joseph craft a vision for the people, with their propaganda experts.
So the SS was busy pounding my brain into brain Siberia, while I was hot on the trail of the 9.11 perpetrators, while
somebody was apparently looking for me, after I published 9.11 probe B, pointing the finger at the British. It was only a
theory, like all my other theories, so why turn my brain into hamburger meat for this last theory? They beat up my brain
a number of times, over the decades, but not for three straight months. One night they were on me for 7 hours, after
which I was hit with nerve gas. So it was oblivion or the Guillotine, which ever comes first.
Yet, because of this last theory, the decision was made, to invoke the ultimate obstruction, to take out a witness (even
though I’m just a conspiracy theorist), if not by Hit (by the way there were 3 hit attempts yesterday. The guy banging on
my van was trying to get me to come out for who knows what. Earlier the SS intruded on my dinner, as I listened to the
prayer half hour, on relevant radio. They staged 2 people having lip sex 2 feet in front of my van. The disgust reminds me
the guy at the top of the food chain). So if not by hit, and not by Guillotine, then by oblivion.
They beat up my brain like there was no tomorrow, night after night, even several times per night, week after week, for
3 months (my brain was carpet bombed). At times I was in a daze, other times a zombie, with no direction. The
concussions (they must’ve used me in the crash test dummy simulator machines) left me in a daze, with a lack of focus,
and my mind wandering. Time would tick away, when I would sit there staring ahead (they also used MK Ultra to shut
me off, but that’s another story. There would be elapsed time, that was unaccounted for). I would lose 15 minutes, 30
minutes, just sitting there. At times I was woozed out, tight in the temples, my head stuffed, ears ringing, with the
electroshoks (bzzzzzt bzzzzzzzt, ‘lets trrry rear brrrrain pleace’ yavul!. (before long they would e shock me in broad
daylite, at the mens showers, at the library, in the van). I would lose familiarity with landmarks, take the wrong turn,
forget to pump gas, even though I paid. At times I had gobs of sinus drainage (they were injecting chemicals, drugs, into
my head).
And this was in January. This never happened ever. They were relentless (like Hitler’s Lufwafa, boom boom baboom), no
remorse, no pity, even though I had to relearn my tech manuals. It was like I was in a Nazi concentration camp in virtual
reality. I was also mocking Trump’s wall tactics, using Federal worker’s as hostages). I was having balance problems.
During my karate dance, I’d look like a drunk, if I walked looking up. Even at church, I looked like a drunk, trying to walk
in line to communion. By January 6th I was 60% there, and forgetting things. By January 10th I had trouble figuring things
out, my thoughts were slow, my brain felt like a Planter’s peanut (when I pulled out my 9.11 research, they staged 3 hit
attempts, that same day). By January 27th they gang up on me in church (1.27 is Holocaust day, and I was also fired on
that day in 2016), with their tactics, trying to provoke me in church (bumping my head, kicking my feet, slamming the
kneelers behind me, stare downs), in church. (This morning they shut off the Hellelujah song during my Karate dance,
and the terror last night was right after prayers, and the hit yesterday, was during prayer on the radio, so the SS must be
atheist. Their crimes are dastardly, cloak and dagger to the nth degree.). By this time I was losing vocabulary and had
trouble improvising during my news comedy.
To end the month of January, they tried to hit me with a vehicle, then tried again the next day, same spot, same tactic,
same gas station. By February I locked my keys in the van 8 times. I forgot how to logoff my laptop. Like before I had to
relearn my tech manuals,
Like the other attacks of 2017 and 2019, the AMA, the ADD, the CAN, the Terminator, this was unprecedented, requiring
an executive order, unless the emperor does things differently, like during the time of Caesar, a simple nod of the head,
sent a close associate to the gallows, or the Colosseum. Sometimes they would just look at you for the sentencing “no!
no! please! I beg of you! No!”. “no! don’t look at me! No!”. I used the same word “Nooooo!” when my van slipped away,
down the hill, toward the lake, in reverse (during the ADD) on 12.23.2017.
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And during these 3 head racking months, the SS played an insurance commercial, where a Brit would talk of a brainless
noodle man, not that this suggests culpability, that the Crown itself ordered the brain shellacking, or the fact the SS
pumped me with worm disease (hence the word noodle man), but there were the threat’s, where in one case on 4.2.19
Royalty seemed to issue a common SS threat (using symbolism, the SS is big on symbolism, especially with the Zodiac).
42 is symbolic in my 9.11 research, since the MH project (ManHattan) was in 1942, and the Brits use to own MH, and
9.11 took place in MH, and if you add 60, that gives you the 9.11 timeline of 102 minutes (by the way my last paycheck 4
weeks ago was $102, since the SS had me fired in retaliation). 60 is symbolic for revolution since it’s at the apex of the
clock, like zero is, for ground zero). Then there’s the hit attempt in 2016, on the queen’s birthday (2016 being election
year for Trump, ushering in a new order) (the hit was real, not simply terrorism). The two “I”s in QE II, is symbolic in
many ways (it could mean the twin towers, it could mean “11” which is all over my research). For the zodiac, the 2nd sign
is at 8 on the clock, and major WTC dates (World Trade Center) happen in August, including Pettit’s High wire act. It’s all
theoretical, but the pieces seem to be falling into place. I also worked for a Brit for 4 years as a TM, who appeared to be
part of a conspiracy to incapacitate, while the SS used laser warfare, while I was concocting my theories.
So on 4.22.19 the SS attacks my eye, as if in retaliation for the latest 9.11 theory (where the letter “I” comes into play),
where KGIII (King George) takes center stage, after I suggested the American Revolution, was a big reason for 9.11 and
the JFK hit. The 4.22 could mean “for 22”, like on 11.22 when JFK was shot. Coincidentally KGIII was coronated in 1760,
JFK was elected in 1960, and shot on the 22nd, KGIII was coronated at 22. And “I” is the 9th letter, and on the clock 9 is
also 21, so three III’s is also three 21’s, thus 21+21+21 is 63, and JFK was shot in 1963. The eye attack on 4.22 was the 2nd
in a month. The first was on 3.15.19 when they hit me with a high concentration of chlorine, so the eye, or “I”
symbolism, was definitely being retaliated against.
TO BE CONTINUED
9.11 and Coincidental History
Theory suggests that 9-11 was an inside job, plotted decades ago, before the World Trade Center was conceived in 1955,
in retaliation for the past. (The latest data suggests a connection to the American Revolution).











King George III ran the American Revolution, from the British side, so III = 3, 3 shots rang out in Dallas, JFK had 3 kids,
3 terms in the house, 3 years as president, 3 hobo’s were cot, the limo sped thru the triple underpass, etc.
King George III coronated 1760, JFK elected 1960
King George was 22, JFK shot 11-22, the 11 is probably related to the 9-11-1776 Staten Island Peace Conference.
JFK shot 1963, 63=21+21+21, 21 is also 9 on the clock, the 9th letter is I, so 63 translates to III.
JFK was born 52 years after the Civil War, 52wks is symbolic for revolution. Dealey Plaza is also shaped like 52.
The latest data suggests 90 is revolution symbolism, since 90 degrees, is symbolically at the top of the clock.
9-11 was 90 years after the 1911 bust up of Big OIL Trust , by the 1890 SAA (Sherman Antitrust act) ( S,A,A is 19, 1,
1) (add 90 to 1911 and you get 2001, 9.11 presumably comes from 1911). So the number 90 appears prevalent in 911 symbolism. UA175 hit at 903, the first WTC hit was in 1990 + 3, and UA93 converts to 90+3. (The latest data
suggests 3 is symbolic for King George III). The Trust was busted up by the 1890 SAA act, and SAA converts to 19-11, with S being the 19 letter. There were 19 hijackers, and most were from SA (Saudi Arabia). The WTC architect
helped build the SA airport. SAA converting to 19.1.1, contains 9.1.1 and is symbolically the reverse of Lee’s birthday
1.19 (Robert E Lee). Reverse symbolism is frequent in 9.11 research.
For example General Lee’s name is reversed in the name of the WTC designer, and 9.11 is symbolically the reverse of
Lee’s birthday 1.19. Robert E Lee’s first campaign was on Cheat Hill on 9-11-1861
The British owned ManHatten in 1664, 119 years later the AR ends. And 64 is the reverse of 46. Bush, born in 1946,
stood on the rubble, wearing hat 164. The SS roze to power (according to theory) 64 years after the Civil War, on the
heels of the 1929 stock crash. Robert E Lee’s estate was turned into Arlington cemetery in 1864. AA77 buzzed
Arlington, seconds before crashing into the Pentagon, after a 64 minute flite.
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The latest data suggests 46 symbolically reverses 64, and the British owned ManHattan in 1664.
AA11 hit the north tower at 846, after a 46 minute flight, and the 9-11 president was born in 1946, and was the 46th
governor of Texas. 9-11 occurred 46 years after the World Trade Center was conceived in 1955, and the 1911 bust
up of Big Oil, was 46 years after the Civil War. JFK was 46, and the Garrison trial was on 4-6.
The first WTC hit was 14 til 9, and Robert E Lee became fatally ill on the 9th month for 14 days, and 9.11 was 3 dayz
shy of the 100th anniversary of the Mckinnley hit on 9-14 (who had JD investigated). JD died 3 yrs shy of his 100th
birthday. Bush stood on the 9.11 rubble, on 9-14.
The latest data suggests 34 is symbolic for “3 For” or rather “For 3”.
Also JFK was was threatened on the 34th anniversary of the 1929 Stock crash, and in 1911 Big OIL was busted into 34
pieces, and JFK was shot on his 34th month as prez, and his wife was 34 years old, and Bush filed on 3-4 for the
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